exponentially decay from the surface but can tunnel through the vacuum gap between hot and cold surfaces when the gap size is small [3 --11] . Several calculations and experiments have shown that near--field radiative heat flux can be controlled by modifying the geometries of thermal emitters and absorbers [13 --19] as well as by using materials with externally variable optical properties, such as vanadium dioxide that undergoes a metal--insulator transition [20, 22, 23] , semiconductors with different levels of doping [25, 26] , modulation of graphene optical properties via electrostatic gating [27, 28] , dynamic magnetoelectric coupling in metamaterials [29] , and modulation of intersubband transition rates in a quantum cascade laser [30] . In this paper, we investigate an approach to actively control radiative heat flux via applying external electric field that causes the softening (i.e. decrease in frequency) and hardening (i.e. increase in frequency) of transverse optical (TO) phonon mode in ferroelectric materials [32, 34 --38] .
Tunability of the TO phonon mode in perovskite--structure ferroelectric materials stems from the material structure instability [31, 32, 34 --38] . One unique property of ferroelectrics is that its static dielectric constant can be modulated by external dc electric field and temperature by inducing crystal structure changes within the material [31] , which is most effective near the Curie temperature (i.e. phase transition temperature between ferroelectric and paraelectric phases) [12] . The static dielectric constants in polar materials are related to their TO phonon frequencies through the Lydanne--Sachs--Teller relation [12] . Since surface phonon polaritons exist near optical phonon frequencies of the material, external dc electric field can potentially change SPP characteristics.
We consider the geometry shown in Fig. 1(a) of two parallel semi--infinite ferroelectric materials separated by a distance d, kept at temperatures T 1 and T 2 , and with applied electric fields E 1 and E 2 respectively. The radiative heat exchange for this geometry can be calculated via fluctuating electrodynamics method established by Rytov and Polder et al. [1 - 2, 6 -- 11] . The approach is based on the solution of Maxwell equations via the fluctuation--dissipation theorem with the thermally excited electron fluctuations inside the materials as the sources of electromagnetic radiation. The total heat flux across the gap between two surfaces is calculated as the difference between the Poynting fluxes originated from the hot and cold sides. For isotropic and nonmagnetic materials with constant optical properties, the expression for thermal radiation between two parallel semi--infinite materials reads as [1 --2, 6 -11]
where
is the average energy of a photon with angular frequency ω emitted from a source at equilibrium temperature T, and f(ω;d) is the spectral transmission function [11] . The average photon energy depends only on the surface temperature, but the transmission function f(ω;d) depends strongly on the surface optical properties [6 -11] . In the case of far--field blackbody emitters and absorbers, the dominant wavelength of thermal radiation is determined by the difference in photon energy emitted from hot and cold side (Θ(T 1 ) - Θ(T 2 )), and can be approximated by the Wien's law (λT avg 3000μmK) where T avg is the mean temperature of hot and cold sides. In the near--field regime, thermal radiation is also excited according to (Θ(T 1 ) -Θ(T 2 )) as evident in Eq. (1), but the spectrum is further shaped by the spectral transmission function f(ω; d).
The spectral transmission function describes the probability for a photon with frequency ω to transport through the gap, and for each frequency it is integrated over all the photon momenta parallel to the interfaces (i.e. over parallel wave vectors k p ) so that all modes are accounted for. It takes into account reflection and absorption of photons, as well as interference of both evanescent and propagating waves within the gap. The contribution to the total near--field heat flux that is due to near--field coupling of evanescent waves for either TE or TM polarization is given as [6--11] 
where r 1 (r 2 ) is the Fresnel reflection coefficient for photons incident from material 1(2) at the interface with the surrounding medium 0 for either TE or TM polarization, k is the total wave vector, k p is the wavevector parallel to the interface, and k z '' is the imaginary part of the perpendicular wave
Due to temperature and electric--field dependent optical properties of ferroelectric materials, Fresnel reflection coefficients r 1 (2) both depend on the temperature T 1(2) and external electric field E 1 (2) . At frequencies corresponding to the excitation of the surface phonon polaritons, the transmission function exhibits strong resonances. These reflect the resonant enhancement of the density of photon states associated with the flat dispersion characteristics of surface modes, which include high--momenta photon states [3, 4, 8, 10, 14, 15, 33] .
We assume a specific type of material, SrTiO 3 /DyScO 3 superlattice grown on DyScO 3 substrate, where only SrTiO 3 is ferroelectric and DyScO 3 is not ferroelectric. The phase change temperature, or Curie temperature of this ferroelectric film is around 280K [34 --36] . The dielectric property of the superlattice is approximated by effective medium theory, and we use experimental data of the materials fitted with temperature--dependent and electric--field dependent parameters from Reference 34. We note that bulk ferroelectric materials of pervoskite structure, such as SrTiO 3 , have also been experimentally verified to exhibit tunable TO phonon frequencies [32] .
The dielectric function near the tunable TO frequency can be described by Lorentz--model [12, 34 --36] , which models the resonant interaction of optical phonons and photons, whereas at low frequencies, the Debye model [12, 34 -- 36] accounts for delayed alignment of permanent dipoles in the perovskite structure with the electric field. Figure  1(b) shows the real part of the material dielectric constant at different temperatures and for different applied dc electric fields. When the material is in ferroelectric phase, increasing temperature increases the static dielectric constant and lowers the tunable TO frequency according to the Lydanne--Sachs--Teller relation [12] . In the material studied, increasing applied electric field increases the tunable TO frequency. We do not comment on the origin of phonon hardening since it is not the focus of this paper [37, 38] .
One can calculate the spectral heat flux and total heat flux using Eqs. (1) and (2) by plugging in the dielectric spectrum in Fig. 1(b) . We assume that applied electric fields on the hot side with temperature T 1 and cold side with temperature T 2 are E 1 and E 2 , respectively. the applied external electric fields are varied, whereas the separation distance is fixed at 100nm and temperatures are fixed at T 1 = 20K and T 2 = 80K. In Fig. 2(b) , we compare the spectral heat flux without applied electric field and spectral heat flux with 80kV/cm electric field applied on both hot and cold sides. The SPP--mediated heat transfer is significantly enhanced over the conventional case of the blackbody thermal emitter and absorber, which is shown for comparison as the black line. As exhibited in Fig  2(a) , the two peaks in the transmission function shown in Figs. 2b,c correspond to tunneling of SPP waves across the narrow gap between two surfaces. As applied electric fields increase the tunable TO frequency, the peaks corresponding to SPPs blueshift by around 500 THz. This demonstrates that frequencies of the dominant near--field thermal radiation can be electrically tuned.
As seen in Fig. 2(c) , magnitudes of spectral heat transfer peaks can be modulated by varying the external electric fields independently on the hot and cold sides. When both sides support surface phonon polaritons at similar frequencies, coupling between surface phonon polaritons is enhanced, thus increasing the values of the transmission function f(ω;k) in Eq. 2 [11, 33] . Without external electric field, the first TO frequency on material 2 is higher than that at material 1 since T 2 > T 1 . The application of the electric field on side 1 (i.e. E 1 = 80kV/cm, E 2 = 0) increases its TO frequency and provides a better overlap of the TO frequencies on the opposing sides, which in turn increases the radiative heat flux as compared to the zero external field case. Applying electric field on side 2 (i.e. E 1 = 0, E 2 = 80kV/cm), however, pushes the TO frequencies supported on two sides further apart and thus decreases the radiative heat flux.
Total heat transfer from the hot to the cold surface across the gap can be found by integrating the heat transfer spectrum in Fig. 2 over the whole frequency range. We find that by applying electric field only, the total heat flux can be changed by as much as 16.5% when temperatures are fixed at T 1 = 20K
and T 2 = 80K and the gap is fixed at 100nm. Figure 3 demonstrates how the total heat flux can be changed by applying external dc electric fields. The electric field values are cut off at 80kV/cm since the material breaks down at such field magnitude. The total heat flux is monotonically increasing with hot--side applied electric field, which, as discussed above, brings the frequencies of SPP modes on the opposite sides of the gap closer. We also notice that since the integrated heat flux does not exhibit a local maximum, one can further increase total heat flux by bringing the SPP frequencies on hot and cold surfaces closer and increasing the coupling between the SPP modes, as long as the electric field is smaller than the breakdown field.
We can further define the tunability of total heat flux by external electric field as T(%) = (q maxq min )/q min . As evident in Fig. 3, q In summary, we predict via rigorous numerical analysis the possibility of dynamically tuning the intensity, the frequency spectrum and the total thermal emission exchange between ferroelectric surfaces. The maximum modulation of total radiative heat flux for our specific material system can be 16.5% using externally applied electric field at T 1 = 20K and T 2 = 80K temperatures. The maximum spectrum shift of radiation is on the order of 1THz at the same temperatures. Our simulation results suggest that ferroelectrics can be used to develop new types of tunable nanoscale devices for thermal and energy conversion applications. Although demonstrated in the low temperature regime, this mechanism can also be used to achieve thermal emission tunability at higher temperatures (and thus in a higher photon frequency ranges). In particular, to achieve electrical tunability at the room temperature, the TO frequency of materials needs to correspond to wavelength of 10um, which is about 5 times higher than that of the current material. Therefore, the room--temperature applications may be possible by using lighter--mass and stiffer ferroelectric--like materials [12] . The experimental feasibility of a room--temperature device based on the proposed mechanism needs to be further explored. 
